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エディンバラ版ゴシックと理論必携
The Gothic and Theory: An Edinburgh Companion
Hogle, Jerrold E. & Miles, Robert (ed.)

Edinburgh Companions to the Gothic (Edinburgh U.P.)
2019 : 04 248 p. Hardback 9781474427777 ￡90.00
This collection provides a thorough representation of the early and ongoing conversation between Gothic and theory - philosophical, aesthetic,
psychological and cultural - both in the many modes of Gothic and in many of the realms of theory now current in the modern world. Each
essay focuses on a particular kind of theory-Gothic relationship, every one of which has a history and each of which is still being explored in
enactments of the Gothic and of theory today.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
「妖精の女王」の技巧
The Art of the Faerie Queene
Danson Brown, Richard

The Manchester Spenser (Manchester U.P.)
2018 : 12 328 p. Hardback 9780719087325 ￡80.00
The Art of The Faerie Queene is the first book centrally focused on the forms and poetic techniques employed by Spenser. It offers a sharp
new perspective on Spenser by rereading The Faerie Queene as poetry which is at once absorbing, demanding and experimental. Instead of
the traditional conservative model of Spenser as poet, this book presents the poem as radical, edgy and unconventional, thus proposing new
ways of understanding the Elizabethan poetic Renaissance.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
ディケンズの道化
Dickens's Clowns: Charles Dickens, Joseph Grimaldi and the Pantomime of Life
Buckmaster, Johnathan

Edinburgh Critical Studies in Victorian Culture (Edinburgh U.P.)
2019 : 04 224 p. Hardback 9781474406956 ￡75.00
This book reappraises Dickens’s Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi and his imaginative engagement with its principal protagonist. Arguing that
the Memoirs should be read as integral to Dickens’s wider creative project on the theatricality of everyday existence, Jonathan Buckmaster
analyses how Grimaldi’s clown stepped into many of Dickens’s novels.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
シェイクスピアとジョン・ダン
William Shakespeare and John Donne: Stages of the Soul in Early Modern English Poetry
Zirker, Angelika

The Manchester Spenser (Manchester U.P.)
2019 : 01 280 p. Hardback 9781526133298 ￡80.00
This study analyses concepts and representations of the soul in the poetry of William Shakespeare and John Donne. It shows how the soul
becomes a linking element between the genres of poetry and drama, and how poetry becomes dramatic whenever the soul is at its focus.
This double movement can be observed in Shakespeare's The Rape of Lucrece and Donne's Holy Sonnets: in these texts, the connection
between interiority and performance, psychology and religious self-care can be found, which is central to the understanding of early modern
drama and its characteristic development of the soliloquy.
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【日本文学・日本語】
現代日本詩歌の先駆者たち
Pioneers of Modern Japanese Poetry: Muro Saisei, Kaneko Mitsuharu, Miyoshi Tatsuji, Nagase
Kiyoko
Lento, Takako (ed. & trans.)

Cornell East Asia (Cornell East Asia)
2019 : 04 200 p. Hardback 9781939161093 US$45.00
This bilingual book presents a generous selection of work by four distinguished twentieth-century poets who made significant contributions to
the development of modern Japanese poetry. A general introduction provides the literary and historical context for their achievement, while
each poet’s work is prefaced with notes on his/her life and career.

【言語学全般】
初等・中等教育の TESOL ハンドブック
The Handbook of TESOL in K-12
de Oliveira, Luciana C.

Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics (Wiley)
2019 : 05 431 p. Hardback 9781119421740 US$215.00
The number of students being educated in English has grown significantly in modern times - globalization, immigration, and evolving
educational policies have prompted an increased need for English language learner (ELL) education. The Handbook of TESOL in K-12
combines contemporary research and current practices to provide a comprehensive overview of the origins, evolution, and future direction
of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages at the elementary and secondary levels (K-12). Exploring the latest disciplinary and
interdisciplinary issues in the field, this is a first-of-its-kind Handbook and contributions are offered from a team of internationally-renowned scholars.

【社会言語学】
ラウトレッジ版アジアの言語教育政策国際ハンドブック
The Routledge International Handbook of Language Education Policy in Asia
Kirkpatrick, Andy & Liddicoat, Anthony J. (ed.)

Routledge International Handbooks (Routledge)
2019 : 04 484 p. Hardback 9781138955608 ￡140.00
This must-have handbook offers a comprehensive survey of the field. It reviews the language education policies of Asia, encompassing
30 countries sub-divided by regions, namely East, Southeast, South and Central Asia, and considers the extent to which these are being
implemented and with what effect. / Part 2-7. Language education policy in Japan

【映画・放送番組】
四方田犬彦著『日本映画とは何か』
What Is Japanese Cinema?: A History
Yomota, Inuhiko; Kaffen, Philip (trans.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 07 192 p. Hardback 9780231191623 US$80.00 Paperback 9780231191630 US$26.00
What might Godzilla and Kurosawa have in common? What, if anything, links Ozu’s sparse portraits of domestic life and the colorful worlds of
anime? In What Is Japanese Cinema? Yomota Inuhiko provides a concise and lively history of Japanese film that shows how cinema tells the
story of Japan’s modern age.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】
三谷 純（筑波大学システム情報系教授）著『曲線折り紙デザイン』
Curved-Folding Origami Design
Mitani, Jun
(CRC Pr.)
2019 : 03 102 p. Hardback 9780367180270 ￡74.99 Paperback 9780367180256 ￡29.99
The origami introduced in this book is based on simple techniques. Some were previously known by origami artists and some were
discovered by the author. Curved-Folding Origami Design shows a way to explore new area of origami composed of curved folds. Each
technique is introduced in a step-by-step fashion, followed by some beautiful artwork examples. A commentary explaining the theory behind
the technique is placed at the end of each chapter.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】
辻惟雄（東京大学名誉教授）著『日本美術の歴史』紙装版
History of Art in Japan
Tsuji, Nobuo / Rousmaniere, Nicole Coolidge (trans.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 08 492 p.

Paperback 9780231193412 US$34.95

縄文からマンガ・アニメまで――『奇想の系譜』の著者で日本美術史研究の第一人者による書下し通史
In this book the leading authority on Japanese art history tells the fascinating story of the country’s exceptional cultural heritage. Tsuji Nobuo
sheds light on how Japan has nurtured distinctive aesthetics, prominent artists, and movements that have achieved global inﬂuence and
popularity. The History of Art in Japan discusses works ranging from the Jōmon period to contemporary art, from earthenware figurines in
13,000 BCE to manga, anime, and modern subcultures.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
宍戸 駿太郎＆中村 治 著『日本経済の代替案』
Growth Alternatives of the Japanese Economy: Structure and Simulations of Dynamic Econometric
Model with Input-Output System (DEMIOS)
Shishido, Shuntaro & Nakamura, Osamu

Econometrics in the Information Age: Theory and Practice of Measurement, 7 (World Scientific)
2019 : 03 220 p. Hardback 9789813278219 \11,970
The book describes the structure of the Keynes-Leontief Model (KLM) of Japan and discusses how the Japanese economy can overcome
the long-term economic deﬂation that has taken place since the mid-1990s. The large-scale econometric model and its analysis have been
important for planning several policy measures and examining the economic structure of a country. However, it seems that the development
and maintenance of the KLM would be very costly. The book discusses how the KLM is developed and employed for the policy analyses.

【ミクロ経済学・企業論】
予測
Forecasting: An Essential Introduction
Hendry, David et al.
(Yale U.P.)
2019 : 06 232 p.

Paperback 9780300244663 US$25.00

Making accurate predictions about the economy has always been difficult, as F. A. Hayek noted when accepting his Nobel Prize in economics,
but today forecasters have to contend with increasing complexity and unpredictable feedback loops. In this accessible and engaging guide,
David Hendry, Michael Clements, and Jennifer Castle provide a concise and highly intuitive overview of the process and problems of
forecasting. They explain forecasting concepts including how to evaluate forecasts, how to respond to forecast failures, and the challenges of
forecasting accurately in a rapidly changing world.
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【産業（農業・工業・サービス業）
】
エアビーアンドビーとシェアリング・エコノミーの未来
The Future of Airbnb and the Sharing Economy: The Collaborative Consumption of our Cities
Oskam, Jeroen A.

The Future of Tourism (Channel View)
2019 : 04 200 p. Hardback 9781845416737 ￡99.95 Paperback 9781845416720 ￡29.95
This book deconstructs the ‘sharing’ marketing narratives surrounding Airbnb and similar platforms. It provides a conceptual analysis of the
‘sharing economy’ and accommodation sector and furthers the ongoing discussion surrounding Airbnb and the social sustainability of city
tourism. The volume analyses the touristification of neighbourhoods in the context of broader economic and ideological shifts, thus bridging
the gap between academic and social debate. It presents four different city scenarios of potential future developments and evaluates
the effects of different regulatory responses, giving readers an understanding of the forces and factors at work and envisioning the ultimate consequences of current
developments.

【社会学・人類学・社会理論】
ブルデューと社会空間
Bourdieu and Social Space: Mobilities, Trajectories, Emplacements
Reed-Danahay, Deborah

Worlds in Motion, 6 (Berghahn)
2019 : 10 190 p. Hardback 9781789203530 US$110.00
French sociologist and anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu’s relevance for studies of spatiality and mobility has received less attention than other
aspects of his work. Here, Deborah Reed-Danahay argues that the concept of social space, central to Bourdieu’s ideas, addresses the
structured inequalities that prevail in spatial choices and practices. She provides an ethnographically informed interpretation of social space
that demonstrates its potential for new directions in studies of mobility, immobility, and emplacement. This book traces the links between
habitus and social space across the span of Bourdieu’s writings, and places his work in dialogue with historical and contemporary approaches to mobility.

【文化・知識・芸術・宗教社会学】
日本社会

第5版

Understanding Japanese Society. 5th ed
Hendry, Joy

Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies (CRC Pr.)
2019 : 08 368 p. Hardback 9780815385868 ￡110.00 Paperback 9780815385875 ￡32.99
Providing a clear and accessible introduction to Japanese ways of thinking, which does not require any previous knowledge of the country,
this book explores Japanese society through the worlds of home, work, play, religion and ritual, covering a full range of life experiences, from
childhood to old age. It also examines the diversity of people living in Japan, the effects of a growing number of new immigrants, and role of
the longest-standing Japanese prime-minister Shinzo Abe. Fully updated, revised and expanded, the fifth edition contains new material on:
the continued effects of the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disasters of 2011 / local examples of care for nature and the environment / new perspectives on the role of
women / Japan’s place in the context of globalization.

【公共政策・治安・防災】
災害の災害：リスクナレッジと防災知識のギャップの考察
Disaster Upon Disaster: Exploring the Gap Between Risk and Disaster Knowledge
Hoffman, Susanna M. & Barrios, Roberto E. (ed.)

Catastrophes in Context, 2 (Berghahn)
2019 : 10 354 p. Hardback 9781789203455 US$130.00
A consistent problem that confronts disaster reduction is the disjunction between academic and expert knowledge and policies and practices
of agencies mandated to deal with the concern. Although a great deal of knowledge has been acquired regarding many aspects of the gap,
such as driving factors, risk construction, complexity of resettlement, and importance of peoples’ culture, very little has gotten into protocol
and procedure. Disaster Upon Disaster illuminates the numerous disjunctions between the suppositions, realities, agendas, and executions in
the field, goes on to detail contingencies, predicaments, old and new plights, and finally advances solutions and the matter of outcomes.
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【公共政策・治安・防災】
不確定な世界の中でいかにしてレジリエンスを築くか
Future Proof: How to Build Resilience in an Uncertain World
Coaffee, Jon
(Yale U.P.)
2019 : 06 288 p. Hardback 9780300228670 US$30.00
Japan Triple disaster 2011 について言及有
In this eye-opening journey through modern and ancient risk management practices, Jon Coaffee explains why we need to find a new way
to navigate the deeply uncertain world that we live in. Examining how governments have responded to terrorist threats, climate change, and
natural disasters, Coaffee shows how and why these measures have proven inadequate and what should be done to make us more resilient.

【犯罪学・刑罰学】
日本の犯罪
Crime in Japan: A Psychological Perspective
Bui, Laura & Farrington, David P.

Palgrave Advances in Criminology and Criminal Justice in Asia (Palgrave Macmillan)
2019 : 05 274 p. Hardback 9783030140960 EUR74.99
Examines crime in Japan from a psychological perspective for the first time / Provides the most up-to-date text on crime in Japan and
incorporates a comparative and interdisciplinary angle / Written by leading authors in this field

【各国の政情・政治史】
連邦議会と大統領の関係
The President on Capitol Hill: A Theory of Institutional Inﬂuence
Cohen, Jeffrey E.
(Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 06 336 p. Hardback 9780231189149 US$105.00 Paperback 9780231189156 US$35.00
Can presidents influence whether Congress enacts their agenda? Most research on presidential-congressional relations suggests that
presidents have little if any inﬂuence on Congress. Instead, structural factors like party control largely determine the fate of the president’s
legislative agenda. In The President on Capitol Hill, Jeffrey E. Cohen challenges this conventional view, arguing that existing research has
underestimated the president’s power to sway Congress and developing a new theory of presidential inﬂuence.

【国家論・政府論・政治体制論】
アメリカの反民主主義
Antidemocracy in America: Truth, Power, and the Republic at Risk
Klinenberg, Eric et al. (ed.)

Public Books Series (Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 06 224 p. Hardback 9780231190107 US$60.00 Paperback 9780231190114 US$19.95
Antidemocracy in America places our present in international and historical context, considering the worldwide turn toward authoritarianism
and its varied precursors. Each essay seeks to inform our understanding of the fragility of American democracy and suggests how to protect it
from the buried contradictions that Trump’s victory brought into public view.

【人権・公民権】
サンドラ・ファフィ（上智大学国際教養学部准教授）著『北朝鮮の人権侵害』
Dying for Rights: Putting North Korea's Human Rights Abuses on the Record
Fahy, Sandra
(Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 08 288 p. Hardback 9780231176347 US$35.00
Dying for Rights scrutinizes North Korea’s treatment of its own people as well as foreign nationals, how violations committed by the state
spread into the international realm, and how North Korea uses its state media and presence at the United Nations.
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【国際関係論】
Ｇ・ジョン・アイケンベリー著『アフター・ヴィクトリー―戦後構築の論理と行動』新版
After Victory: Institutions, Strategic Restraint, and the Rebuilding of Order after Major Wars. new ed
Ikenberry, G. John

Princeton Studies in International History and Politics (Princeton U.P.)
2019 : 04 336 p. Hardback 9780691192840 \12,920 Paperback 9780691169217 \2,710
著者による新序文
The end of the Cold War was a "big bang" reminiscent of earlier moments after major wars, such as the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815
and the end of the world wars in 1919 and 1945. But what do states that win wars do with their newfound power, and how do they use it to
build order? In After Victory, John Ikenberry examines postwar settlements in modern history, arguing that powerful countries do seek to build
stable and cooperative relations, but the type of order that emerges hinges on their ability to make commitments and restrain power. He explains that only with the spread of
democracy in the twentieth century and the innovative use of international institutions - both linked to the emergence of the United States as a world power - has order been
created that goes beyond balance of power politics to exhibit "constitutional" characteristics.

【国際関係論】
アジア太平洋地域の国際政治

第4版

The International Politics of the Asia Paciﬁc. 4th ed
Yahuda, Michael B.

Politics in Asia (Routledge)
2018 : 06 368 p. Hardback 9781138647060 ￡95.00 Paperback 9781138647077 ￡32.99
第 6 章：Japan: Re-emergence after a long decline
Analyzing politics in terms of the interplay between global, regional and local developments, this new edition also features; Discussion and
evaluation of the Trump presidency and its implications for the Asia-Pacific region / Examination of the continued rise of China, especially
under the more assertive personal Party dictatorship of Xi Jinping and its impact on the region / Analysis of the resurgence of Japan as a
major power and its attempt to counter China’s assertiveness by a coalition of regional democracies / Assessments of the repercussions of these developments on the
regional ‘hotspots’ of the Korea Peninsula, a democratic Taiwan and a disjointed Southeast Asia.

【国際関係論】
長崎の平和議論：長崎市と非核世界への探求
The Nagasaki Peace Discourse: City Hall and the Quest for a Nuclear Free World
Gunn, Geoffrey C.

Asia Briefings (NIAS Pr.)
2019 : 03 160 p.

Paperback 9788776942748 ￡10.00

Remembrance, the struggle for recognition on the part of the victims or hibakusha, and the even greater struggle waged by City Hall in
Nagasaki to bring to world attention the threat of nuclear weapons, are at the heart of this book. This we term the Nagasaki peace discourse.

【各国の外交】
EU のアジア太平洋地域政策
The European Union in the Asia-Paciﬁc: Rethinking Europe's Strategies and Policies
Song, Weiqing & Wang, Jianwei (ed.)
(Manchester U.P.)
2019 : 02 240 p. Hardback 9781526131850 ￡80.00
In fact, the EU is at crossroads with its Asia Pacific policy. On several aspects, the EU is compelled to redefine its interests and roles, and
rethink its strategies and policies towards the dynamic and ever important Asia Pacific region.
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【各国の法制・法史】
金子 由芳（神戸大学教授）著『ポスト植民地時代のアジアにおける民法改正』
Civil Law Reforms in Post-Colonial Asia: Beyond Western Capitalism
Kaneko, Yuka

Kobe University Monograph Series in Social Science Research / Springer Singapore (Springer)
2019 : 03 180 p. Hardback 9789811362026 EUR129.99
Focuses uniquely on the legal reforms in late-developing countries in South East Asia / Is a rare academic collaboration among scholars of
Asian comparative law from Japan, Asian target countries, and Europe / Contains both academic and practical implications for the betterment
of the world practice of legal technical assistance

【高等教育・生涯教育】
田中 正弘（筑波大学准教授）編『高等教育における学生エンゲージメントと品質保証』
Student Engagement and Quality Assurance in Higher Education: International Collaborations for the
Enhancement of Learning
Tanaka, Masahiro (ed.)
(Routledge)
2019 : 01 172 p. Hardback 9780367132828 ￡105.00 Paperback 9780367132835 ￡29.99
Using a range of international examples to compare the reality, purpose and effect of student engagement in universities across the globe,
Student Engagement and Quality Assurance in Higher Education argues that teachers and students need to collaborate to improve the quality
of university education and student learning.

【倫理学】
パーサ・ダスグプタ著『時と世代：減少する惑星のための人口倫理学』
Time and the Generations: Population Ethics for a Diminishing Planet
Dasgupta, Partha

Kenneth J. Arrow Lecture Series (Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 06 320 p. Hardback 9780231160124 US$28.00
How should we evaluate the ethics of procreation, especially the environmental consequences of reproductive decisions on future
generations, in a resource-constrained world? While demographers, moral philosophers, and environmental scientists have separately
discussed the implications of population size for sustainability, no one has attempted to synthesize the concerns and values of these
approaches. The culmination of a half century of engagement with population ethics, Partha Dasgupta’s masterful Time and the Generations
blends economics, philosophy, and ecology to offer an original lens on the difficult topic of optimum global population.

【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】
ネオリベラリズムの残骸の中で：西洋における反民主主義政治の興隆
In the Ruins of Neoliberalism: The Rise of Antidemocratic Politics in the West
Brown, Wendy

The Wellek Library Lectures (Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 07 224 p. Hardback 9780231193849 US$75.00 Paperback 9780231193856 US$25.00
In the Ruins of Neoliberalism casts the hard-right turn as animated by socioeconomically aggrieved white working- and middle-class
populations but contoured by neoliberalism’s multipronged assault on democratic values. From its inception, neoliberalism flirted with
authoritarian liberalism as it warred against robust democracy. It repelled social-justice claims through appeals to market freedom and
morality. It sought to de-democratize the state, economy, and society and re-secure the patriarchal family.

【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】
アラン・バディウ著『マルブランシュ』
Malebranche: Theological Figure, Being 2
Badiou, Alain / Reinhard, Kenneth (ed.)

The Seminars of Alain Badiou (Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 03 240 p. Hardback 9780231174787 US$35.00
Alain Badiou is perhaps the world’s most significant living philosopher. In his annual seminars on major topics and pivotal figures, Badiou
developed vital aspects of his thinking on a range of subjects that he would go on to explore in his inﬂuential works. In this seminar, Badiou
offers a tour de force encounter with a lesser-known seventeenth-century philosopher and theologian, Nicolas Malebranche, a contemporary
and peer of Spinoza and Leibniz.
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【仏教】
浄土真宗にみる家庭的宗教の側面
Guardians of the Buddha's Home: Domestic Religion in Contemporary Jodo Shinshu
Starling, Jessica

Contemporary Buddhism (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2019 : 02 232 p. Hardback 9780824866921 US$62.00
Draws on nearly three years of ethnographic research to provide a comprehensive view of Jodo Shinshu (True Pure Land) temple life with
temple wives (known as bomori, or temple guardians) at its centre. Throughout, Jessica Starling focuses on "domestic religion", a mode of
doing religion centering on more informal religious expression.

【仏教】
アジアの仏典にみる浄土観
Pure Lands in Asian Texts and Contexts: An Anthology
Halkias, Georgios T. & Payne, Richard K. (ed.)

Pure Land Buddhist Studies (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2019 : 03 792 p. Hardback 9780824873097 US$85.00
This anthology of Buddhist texts in translation provides a framework that will transform contemporary scholarship on Pure Land Buddhism
and instigate its recognition as an essential field of Buddhist studies. Traditional and contemporary primary sources are organised by genre
rather than chronologically, geographically, or by religious lineage.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】
東南アジア事情 2019
Southeast Asian Affairs, 2019
Cook, Malcolm & Singh, Daljit (ed.)
(ISEAS)
2019 : 04

Hardback 9789814843157 US$42.90

“Now in its forty-sixth edition, Southeast Asian Affairs offers an indispensable guide to this fascinating region. Lively, analytical, authoritative,
and accessible, there is nothing comparable in quality or range to this series. It is a must read for academics, government officials, the
business community, the media, and anybody with an interest in contemporary Southeast Asia. Drawing on its unparalleled network of
researchers and commentators, ISEAS is to be congratulated for producing this major contribution to our understanding of this diverse and
fast-changing region, to a consistently high standard and in a timely manner.” - Hal Hill, H.W. Arndt Professor of Southeast Asian Economies, Australian National University

【日本研究】
帝国主義下の日本とエジプトの芸術教育
Beauty in the Age of Empire: Japan, Egypt, and the Global History of Aesthetic Education
Adal, Raja

Columbia Studies in International and Global History / Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute,
Columbia University (Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 08 304 p. Hardback 9780231191166 US$65.00
Beauty in the Age of Empire is a global history of aesthetic education focused on how Western practices were adopted, transformed, and
repurposed in Egypt and Japan. Raja Adal uncovers the emergence of aesthetic education in modern schools and its role in making a broad
spectrum of ideologies from fascism to humanism attractive. With aesthetics, educators sought to enchant children with sounds and sights,
using their ears and eyes to make ideologies into objects of desire.

【日本研究】
茂垣 昌宏（慶應義塾大学 講師）著『現代日本のガバナンス』
Understanding Governance in Contemporary Japan: Transformation and the Regulatory State
Mogaki, Masahiro
(Manchester U.P.)
2019 : 02 200 p. Hardback 9781526114686 ￡80.00
This book explores the transformation of the Japanese state in response to the challenges of governance by focusing on two case studies:
ICT regulation and antimonopoly regulation after the 1980s, which experienced a disjuncture and significant transformation within the period
with approaches embracing competition.
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【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】
金融危機後の十年
Ten Years After the Crash: Financial Crises and Regulatory Responses
O'Halloran, Sharyn & Groll, Thomas (ed.)
(Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 08 256 p. Hardback 9780231192842 US$35.00
Ten Years After the Crash is an innovative analysis of the crisis and its ongoing inﬂuence on the global regulatory, financial, and political
landscape, with timely discussions of the key issues for our economic future. It brings together a range of expert and practitioner perspectives,
including the Nobel Prize winner Joseph Stiglitz, the former congressman Barney Frank, the former treasury secretary Jacob Lew, the former
deputy governor of the Bank of England Paul Tucker, and Steve Cutler, general counsel of JP Morgan Chase during the financial crisis.

【地球科学・地質学・鉱物学】
プレートテクトニクスと大地震
Plate Tectonics and Great Earthquakes: 50 Years of Earth-Shaking Events
Sykes, Lynn R.
(Columbia U.P.)
2019 : 06 304 p. Hardback 9780231186889 US$35.00
第 10 章：Japanese Earthquakes and the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster
Sykes combines lucid explanation of how plate tectonics revolutionized geology with unparalleled personal reﬂections. He entered the field
when it was on the cusp of radical discoveries. Studying the distribution and mechanisms of earthquakes, Sykes pioneered the identification
of seismic gaps - regions that have not ruptured in great earthquakes for a long time - and methods to estimate the possibility of quake
recurrence.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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